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Introduction

We consider the iteration of a holomorphic map on a complex manifold as com-

plex dynamics. The Fatou set is defined as the largest open set on which the family

of iterates is normal, or, roughly speaking, on which the dynamics are stable. The

Julia set is defined as the complement of the Fatou set. Recently, the study of one-

dimensional complex dynamical systems has developed because of the progress

of computer technology. The success of the study of one-dimensional complex

dynamics is now promoting the study of higher-dimensional complex dynamics.

We are concerned with symmetries of Julia sets in higher dimensions. We say

that a Julia set has symmetries if it is preserved by non-elementary transforma-

tions. For example, one can construct holomorphic maps which commute with

each action of a polyhedral group acting on the Riemann sphereP1. Its Julia sets

are preserved by each action of the polyhedral group. As another example, there

are Julia sets of polynomials onC that are each preserved by some rotations. We

generalize these objects and results of symmetries of Julia sets in one dimension

to those in higher dimensions.

This thesis consists of two parts. In chapter 1, we will show that a family of

holomorphic maps on complex projective spaces has good dynamical properties.

S. Crass constructed a family of holomorphic maps which has the following prop-

erties: for each integerk, there exists a holomorphic map that commutes with each

element of the(k + 2)-th symmetry group acting on thek-dimensional complex

projective spacePk, and whose critical set coincides with the special hyperplane

of the (k + 2)-th symmetry group action. We prove that the Fatou sets of this

family consist of attracting basins and that each map of this family satisfies Ax-

iom A. This result gives the first nontrivial example of holomorphic maps whose

Julia sets have the symmetries of finite group actions, and for which the global dy-

namics are understood. In higher dimensions, there are only few examples whose

dynamics are well understood.

In chapter 2, we will investigate symmetries of Julia sets of polynomial skew

products onC2. We define polynomial skew products onC2 as regular polynomial

maps onC2 whose first component depends only on the first component of the co-

ordinates. The dynamics of polynomial skew products onC2 are closely related
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to those of polynomials onC. The second Julia sets of polynomial skew products

are analogues to the Julia sets of polynomials. We consider only those symmetries

of the second Julia sets of polynomial skew products, which are defined by affine

maps whose first component depends only on the first coordinate. First, we inves-

tigate the structure of symmetries and give a necessary and sufficient condition for

the group of symmetries to be infinite. Next, we show that, except for two types,

polynomial skew products with the same second Julia set are essentially the same.

As a corollary, except for two types, the first Julia set is determined only by the

second Julia set. The first Julia set of a polynomial skew product is defined by the

Julia set of its extension to the 2-dimensional projective space.

Notes

The first chapter ”Dynamics of symmetric holomorphic maps on projective spaces”

is a modified version of my paper published in Publicacions Matemàtiques Vol.51,

no.2, 333-344, 2007.
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Chapter 1

Dynamics of symmetric holomorphic
maps on projective spaces

We consider complex dynamics of acritically finite holomorphic map fromPk to

Pk, which has symmetries associated with the symmetric groupSk+2 acting on

Pk, for eachk ≥ 1. The Fatou set of each map of this family consists of attractive

basins of superattracting points. Each map of this family satisfies Axiom A.

1.1 Introduction

For a finite groupG acting onPk as projective transformations, we say that a ratio-

nal mapf onPk is G-equivariantif f commutes with each element ofG. That is,

f ◦ r = r ◦ f for anyr ∈ G, where◦ denotes the composition of maps. Doyle and

McMullen [4] introduced the notion ofequivariantfunctions onP1 to solve quin-

tic equations. See also [11] forequivariantfunctions onP1. Crass [2] extended

Doyle and McMullen’s algorithm to higher dimensions to solve sextic equations.

Crass [3] found a good family of finite groups andequivariantmaps for which

one may say something about global dynamics. Crass [3] conjectured that the

Fatou set of each map of this family consists of attractive basins of superattract-

ing points. Although I do not know whether this family has relation to solving

equations or not, our results will give affirmative answers for the conjectures in

[3].

In section 2 we shall explain an action of the symmetric groupSk+2 on Pk

and properties of ourSk+2-equivariant map. In section 3 and 4 we shall show our
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results about the Fatou sets and hyperbolicity of our maps by using properties of

our maps and Kobayashi metrics.

1.2 Sk+2-equivariant maps

Crass [3] selected the symmetric groupSk+2 as a finite group acting onPk and

found anSk+2-equivariantmap which is holomorphic andcritically finite for each

k ≥ 1. We denote byC = C( f ) the critical set off and say thatf is critically finite

if each irreducible component ofC( f ) is periodic or preperiodic. More precisely,

Sk+2-equivariantmap gk+3 defined in section 1.2.2 preserves each irreducible

component ofC(gk+3), which is a projective hyperplane. The complement of

C(gk+3) is Kobayashi hyperbolic. Furthermore restrictions ofgk+3 to invariant

projective subspaces have the same properties as above. See section 1.2.3 for

details.

1.2.1 Sk+2 acts on Pk

An action of the(k + 2)-th symmetric groupSk+2 on Pk is induced by the per-

mutation action ofSk+2 on Ck+2 for eachk ≥ 1. The transposition(i, j) in Sk+2

corresponds with the transposition ”ui ↔ u j” on Ck+2
u , which pointwise fixes the

hyperplane{ui = u j} = {u ∈ Ck+2
u | ui = u j}. HereCk+2 = Ck+2

u = {u =
(u1,u2, ··,uk+2) | ui ∈ C for i = 1, ··,k + 2}.

The action ofSk+2 preserves a hyperplaneH in Ck+2
u , which is identified with

Ck+1
x by projectionA : Ck+2

u → Ck+1
x ,

H =

k+2∑
i=1

ui = 0

 A
' Ck+1

x and A =


1 0 . . . 0 −1
0 1 . . . 0 −1
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 . . . 1 −1

 .

HereCk+1 = Ck+1
x = {x = (x1, x2, ··, xk+1) | xi ∈ C for i = 1, ··,k + 1}.

Thus the permutation action ofSk+2 on Ck+2
u induces an action of ”Sk+2” on

Ck+1
x . Here ”Sk+2” is generated by the permutation actionSk+1 on Ck+1

x and a
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(k+ 1,k+ 1)-matrixT which corresponds to the transposition(1, k+ 2) in Sk+2,

T =


−1 0 . . . 0
−1 1 . . . 0
...

...
... 0

−1 0 . . . 1

 .

Hence the hyperplane corresponding to{ui = u j} is {xi = x j} for 1 ≤ i < j ≤

k + 1. The hyperplane corresponding to{ui = uk+2} is {xi = 0} for 1 ≤ i ≤

k + 1. Each element in ”Sk+2” which corresponds to some transposition inSk+2

pointwise fixes one of these hyperplanes inCk+1
x .

The action of ”Sk+2” on Ck+1 projects naturally to the action of ”Sk+2” on

Pk. These hyperplanes onCk+1 projects naturally to projective hyperplanes on

Pk. HerePk = {x = [x1 : x2 : ·· : xk+1] | (x1, x2, ··, xk+1) ∈ Ck+1 \ {0}}. Each

element in the action of ”Sk+2” on Pk which corresponds to some transposition in

Sk+2 pointwise fixes one of these projective hyperplanes. We denote ”Sk+2” also

by Sk+2 and call these projective hyperplanes transposition hyperplanes.

1.2.2 Existence of our maps

One way to getSk+2-equivariantmaps onPk which arecritically finite is to make

Sk+2-equivariantmaps whose critical sets coincide with the union of the transpo-

sition hyperplanes.

Theorem 1 ([3]). For each k ≥ 1, gk+3 defined below is the unique Sk+2-

equivariant holomorphic map of degree k+ 3 which is doubly critical on each

transposition hyperplane.

g = gk+3 = [gk+3,1 : gk+3,2 : ·· : gk+3,k+1] : Pk → Pk,

where gk+3,l(x) = x3
l

k∑
s=0

(−1)ss+ 1
s+ 3

xs
l Ak−s, A0 = 1,

and Ak−s is the elementary symmetric function of degree k-s inCk+1.

Then the critical set ofg coincides with the union of the transposition hyper-

planes. Sinceg is Sk+2-equivariantand each transposition hyperplane is point-

wise fixed by some element inSk+2, g preserves each transposition hyperplane.
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In particularg is critically finite. Although Crass [3] used this explicit formula

to prove Theorem 1, we shall only use properties of theSk+2-equivariantmaps

described below.

1.2.3 Properties of our maps

Let us look at properties of theSk+2-equivariantmapg onPk for a fixedk, which

is proved in [3] and shall be used to prove our results. LetLk−1 denote one of

the transposition hyperplanes, which is isomorphic toPk−1. Let Lm denote one of

the intersections of(k−m) or more distinct transposition hyperplanes which is

isomorphic toPm for m = 0, 1,··,k− 1.

First, let us look at properties ofg itself. The critical set ofg consists of the

union of the transposition hyperplanes. BySk+2-equivariance, g preserves each

transposition hyperplane. Furthermore the complement of the critical set ofg is

Kobayashi hyperbolic.

Next, let us look at properties ofg restricted toLm for m = 1, 2,··,k− 1. Let

us fix anym. Sinceg preserves eachLm, we can also consider the dynamics ofg

restricted to anyLm. Each restricted map has the same properties as above. Let

us fix anyLm and denote byg|Lm the restricted map ofg to theLm. The critical

set ofg|Lm consists of the union of intersections of theLm and anotherLk−1 which

does not include theLm. We denote it byLm−1, which is an irreducible component

of the critical set ofg|Lm. By Sk+2-equivariance, g|Lm preserves each irreducible

component of the critical set ofg|Lm. Furthermore the complement of the critical

set ofg|Lm in Lm is Kobayashi hyperbolic.

Finally, let us look at a property of superattracting fixed points ofg. The

set of superattracting points, where the derivative ofg vanishes for all directions,

coincides with the set ofL0’s.

Remark 1. For every k≥ 1 and every m,1 ≤ m≤ k, a restricted map of gk+3 to

any Lm is not conjugate to gm+3.

1.2.4 Examples fork = 1 and 2

Let us see transposition hyperplanes of theS3-equivariantfunctiong4 and theS4-

equivariantmapg5 to make clear whatLm is. In [3] one can find explicit formulas
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and figures of dynamics ofSk+2-equivariant maps in low-dimensions .

S3-equivariant function g4 in P1

g3([x1 : x2]) = [x3
1(−x1 + 2x2) : x3

2(2x1 − x2)] : P1→ P1,

C(g3) = {x1 = 0} ∪ {x2 = 0} ∪ {x1 = x2} = {0, 1,∞} in P1.

In this case ”transposition hyperplanes” are points inP1 andL0 denotes one of

three superattracting fixed points ofg3.

S4-equivariant map g5 in P2

C(g5) = {x1 = 0} ∪ {x2 = 0} ∪ {x3 = 0}∪

{x1 = x2} ∪ {x2 = x3} ∪ {x3 = x1} in P2.

In this caseL1 denotes one of six transposition hyperplanes inP2, which is an ir-

reducible component ofC(g5). For example, let us fix a transposition hyperplane

{x1 = 0}. Sinceg5 preserves each transposition hyperplane, we can also consider

the dynamics ofg5 restricted to{x1 = 0}. We denote byg5|{x1=0} the restricted

map ofg5 to {x1 = 0}. The critical set ofg5|{x1=0} in {x1 = 0} ' P1 is

C(g5|{x1=0}) = {[0 : 1 : 0], [0 : 0 : 1], [0 : 1 : 1]}.

When we useL0 after we fix{x1 = 0}, L0 denotes one of intersections of{x1 = 0}

and another transposition hyperplane, which is a superattracting fixed point of

g5|{x1=0} in P1. The set of superattracting fixed points ofg5 in P2 is

{[1 : 0 : 0], [0 : 1 : 0], [0 : 0 : 1], [1 : 1 : 1], [1 : 1 : 0], [1 : 0 : 1], [0 : 1 : 1]}.

In generalL0 denotes one of intersections of two or more transposition hyper-

planes, which is a superattracting fixed point ofg5 in P2.

1.3 The Fatou sets of theSk+2-equivariant maps

1.3.1 Definitions and preliminaries

Let us recall theorems aboutcritically finite holomorphic maps. Letf be a holo-

morphic map fromPk to Pk. The Fatou set off is defined to be the maximal open
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subset where the iterates{ f n}n≥0 is a normal family. The Julia set off is defined

to be the complement of the Fatou set off . Each connected component of the

Fatou set is called a Fatou component. LetU be a Fatou component off . A holo-

morphic maph is said to be a limit map onU if there is a subsequence{ f ns|U}s≥0

which locally converges toh on U. We say that a pointq is a Fatou limit point if

there is a limit maph on a Fatou componentU such thatq ∈ h(U). The set of all

Fatou limit points is called the Fatou limit set. We define theω-limit set E( f ) of

the critical points by

E( f ) =
∞⋂

j=1

∞⋃
n= j

f n(C).

Theorem 2. ([10, Proposition 5.1]) If f is a critically finite holomorphic map

from Pk to Pk, then the Fatou limit set is contained in theω-limit set E( f ).

Let us recall the notion of Kobayashi metrics. LetM be a complex manifold

andKM(x,v) the Kobayashi quasimetric onM,

inf

{
|a|

∣∣∣∣∣ϕ : D→ M : holomorphic,ϕ(0) = x, Dϕ

(
a

(
∂

∂z

)
0

)
= v,a ∈ C

}
for x ∈ M, v ∈ TxM, z ∈ D, whereD is the unit disk inC. We say thatM

is Kobayashi hyperbolic ifKM becomes a metric. Theorem 5 is a corollary of

Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 fork = 1 and 2.

Theorem 3. (a basic result whose former statement can be found in [8, Corol-

lary 14.5]) If f is a critically finite holomorphic function fromP1 to P1, then the

only Fatou components of f are attractive components of superattracting points.

Moreover if the Fatou set is not empty, then the Fatou set has full measure inP1.

Theorem 4. ([5, theorem 7.7]) If f is a critically finite holomorphic map fromP2

to P2 and the complement of C( f ) is Kobayashi hyperbolic, then the only Fatou

components of f are attractive components of superattracting points.

1.3.2 Our first result

Let us fix anyk andg = gk+3. For everym, 2 ≤ m≤ k, we can apply an argument

in [5] to a restricted map ofg to anyLm because everyLm−1 is smooth and because
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everyLm\C(g|Lm) is Kobayashi hyperbolic. We shall use this argument in Lemma

2, which is used to prove Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. For any Fatou component U which is disjoint from C(g), there

exists an integer n such that gn(U) intersects with C(g).

Proof: We suppose thatgn(U) is disjoint fromC(g) for anyn and derive a con-

tradiction by using Lemma 2 and Remark 3 below. Take any pointx0 ∈ U. Since

E(g) coincides withC(g), gn(x0) accumulates toC(g) asn tends to∞ from The-

orem 2. SinceC(g) is the union of the transposition hyperplanes, there exists a

smallest integerm1 such thatgn(x0) accumulates to someLm1. Let h1 be a limit

map onU such thath1(x0) belongs to theLm1. From Lemma 2 below, the in-

tersection ofh1(U) and theLm1 is an open set in theLm1 and is contained in the

Fatou set ofg|Lm1 .

We next consider the dynamics ofg|Lm1 . If there exists an integern2 such that

gn2(h1(U)∩ Lm1) intersects withC(g|Lm1), thengn2(h1(U)∩ Lm1) intersects with

someLm1−1. In this case we can consider the dynamics ofg|Lm1−1. On the other

hand, if there does not exist suchn2, then there exists an integerm2 and a limit

maph2 on h1(U) ∩ Lm1 such that the intersection ofh2(h1(U) ∩ Lm1) and some

Lm2 is an open set in theLm2 from Remark 3 below. Thus it is contained in the

Fatou set ofg|Lm2 . Herem2 is smaller thanm1. In this case we can consider the

dynamics ofg|Lm2 .

We continue the same argument above. These reductions finally come to some

L1 and we use Theorem 3. One can find a similar reduction argument in the proof

of Theorem 5. Consequentlygn(x0) accumulates to some superattracting pointL0.

So there exists an integerssuch thatgs sendsU to the attractive Fatou component

which contains the superattracting pointL0. Thusgs(U) intersects withC(g),
which is a contradiction. �

Remark 2. Even if a Fatou component U intersects with some Lm and is disjoint

from any Lm−1, then the similar thing as above holds for the dynamics in the Lm.

In this case U∩ Lm is contained in the Fatou set of g|Lm and there exists an integer

n such that gn(U ∩ Lm) intersects with C(g|Lm).
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Lemma 1. For any Fatou component U which is disjoint from C(g) and any point

x0 ∈ U, let h be a limit map on U such that h(x0) belongs to some Lm and does

not belong to any Lm−1. If gn(U) is disjoint from C(g) for every n≥ 1, then the

intersection of h(U) and the Lm is an open set in the Lm.

Proof: Let B be the complement ofC(g). SinceB is Kobayashi hyperbolic andB

includesg−1(B), g−1(B) is Kobayashi hyperbolic, too. So we can use Kobayashi

metricsKB andKg−1(B). SinceB includesg−1(B),

KB(x,v) ≤ Kg−1(B)(x,v) for all x ∈ g−1(B), v ∈ TxPk .

In addition, sinceg is an unbranched covering fromg−1(B) to B,

Kg−1(B)(x,v) = KB(g(x), Dg(v)) for all x ∈ g−1(B), v ∈ TxPk .

From these two inequalities we have the following inequality

KB(x,v) ≤ KB(g(x), Dg(v)) for all x ∈ g−1(B), v ∈ TxPk .

Since the same argument holds for anygn from g−n(B) to B,

KB(x,v) ≤ KB(gn(x), Dgn(v)) for all x ∈ g−n(B), v ∈ TxPk .

Sincegn is an unbranched covering fromU to gn(U) andB includesgn(U) for

everyn, a sequence{KB(gn(x), Dgn(v))}n≥0 is bounded for allx ∈ U, v ∈ TxPk.

Hence we have the following inequality for any unit vectorsvn in Tx0U with re-

spect to the Fubini-Study metric inPk,

0 < inf
|v|=1

KB(x0,v) ≤ KB(x0,vn) ≤ KB(gn(x0), Dgn(x0)vn) < ∞. (1.1)

That is, the sequence{KB(gn(x0), Dgn(x0)vn)}n≥0 is bounded away from 0 and∞

uniformly.

We shall choosevn so thatDgn(x0)vn keeps parallel to theLm and claim that

Dh(x0)v , 0 for any accumulation vectorv of vn. Let h = limn→∞ gn for sim-

plicity. Let V be a neighborhood ofh(x0) andψ a local coordinate onV so that

ψ(h(x0)) = 0 andψ(Lm∩V) ⊂ {y = (y1,y2, ··,yk) | y1 = ·· = yk−m = 0}. In this

chart there exists a constantr > 0 such that a polydiskP(0, 2r) does not intersect
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with any images of transposition hyperplanes which do not include theLm. Since

ψ(gn(x0)) converges to0 asn tends to∞, we may assume thatψ(gn(x0)) belongs

to P(0, r) for largen. Let {vn}n≥0 be unit vectors inTx0P
k and{wn}n≥0 vectors in

Tψ(gn(x0))C
k so thatwn keep parallel toψ(Lm) with a same direction and

Dgn(x0)vn = |Dgn(x0)vn| Dψ
−1(wn).

So we may assume that the length ofwn is almost unit for largen. We define

holomorphic mapsϕn from D to P(0, 2r) as

ϕn(z) = ψ(gn(x0)) + rzwn for z ∈ D

and consider holomorphic mapsψ−1 ◦ ϕn from D to B for largen. Then

(ψ−1 ◦ ϕn)(0) = gn(x0),

D(ψ−1 ◦ ϕn)
(
|Dgn(x0)vn|

r

(
∂

∂z

)
0

)
= Dgn(x0)vn.

SupposeDh(x0)v = 0, thenDgn(x0)v converges to0 asn tends to∞ and so does

Dgn(x0)vn. By the definition of Kobayashi metric we have that

KB(gn(x0), Dgn(x0)vn) ≤
|Dgn(x0)vn|

r
→ 0 as n→ ∞.

Since this contradicts (1), we haveDh(x0)v , 0. This holds for all directions

which are parallel toψ(Lm). Consequently the intersection ofh(U) and theLm is

an open set inLm. �

Remark 3. The similar thing as above holds for the dynamics of any restricted

map. Thus even if a Fatou component gn(U) intersects with C(g) for some n, the

same result as above holds. Because one can consider the dynamics in the Lm

when gn(U) intersects with some Lm.

Theorem 5. For each k≥ 1, the Fatou set of the Sk+2-equivariant map g consists

of attractive basins of superattracting fixed points which are intersections of k or

more distinct transposition hyperplanes.
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Proof: This theorem follows from Proposition 1 and Remark 2 immediately. Let

us describe details. Take any Fatou componentU. From Proposition 1 there exists

an integernk such thatgnk(U) intersects withC(g). SinceC(g) is the union of the

transposition hyperplanes,gnk(U) intersects with someLk−1. By doing the same

thing as above for the dynamics ofg restricted to theLk−1, there exists an integer

nk−1 such thatgnk+nk−1(U) intersects with someLk−2 from Remark 2. We again

do the same thing as above for the dynamics ofg restricted to theLk−2.

These reductions finally come to someL1. That is, there exists integersnk−2, ··,n2

such thatgnk+nk−1+··+n2(U) intersects with someL1. From Theorem 3 there

exists an integern1 such thatgn1(gnk+nk−1+··+n2(U)) contains someL0. Hence

gnk+nk−1+··+n1 sendsU to the attractive Fatou component which contains the su-

perattracting fixed pointL0 in Pk. �

1.4 Axiom A and theSk+2-equivariant maps

1.4.1 Definitions and preliminaries

Let us define hyperbolicity of non-invertible maps and the notion of Axiom A. See

[6] for details. Letf be a holomorphic map fromPk to Pk andK a compact subset

such thatf (K) = K. Let K̂ be the set of histories inK and f̂ the induced home-

omorphism on̂K. We say thatf is hyperbolic onK if there exists a continuous

decompositionTK̂ = Eu + Es of the tangent bundle such thatD f̂ (Eu/s
x̂

) ⊂ Eu/s

f̂ (x̂)
and if there exists constantsc > 0 andλ > 1 such that for everyn ≥ 1,

|D f̂ n(v)| ≥ cλn|v| for all v ∈ Eu and

|D f̂ n(v)| ≤ c−1λ−n|v| for all v ∈ Es.

Here| · | denotes the Fubini-Study metric onPk. If a decomposition and inequal-

ities above hold forf andK, then it also holds for̂f andK̂. In particular we say

that f is expanding onK if f is hyperbolic onK with unstable dimensionk. Let

Ω be the non-wandering set off , i.e., the set of points for any neighborhoodU of

which there exists an integern such thatf n(U) intersects withU. By definition,

Ω is compact andf (Ω) = Ω. We say thatf satisfies Axiom A if f is hyperbolic

on Ω and periodic points are dense inΩ.
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Let us introduce a theorem which deals with repelling part of dynamics. Let

f be a holomorphic map fromPk to Pk. We define the k-th Julia setJk of f to

be the support of the measure with maximal entropy, in which repelling periodic

points are dense. It is a fundamental fact that in dimension 1 the 1st Julia setJ1

coincides with the Julia setJ. Let K be a compact subset such thatf (K) = K.

We say thatK is a repeller iff is expanding onK.

Theorem 6. ([7]) Let f be a holomorphic map onPk of degree at least 2 such

that theω-limit set E( f ) is pluripolar. Then any repeller for f is contained in Jk.

In particular,

Jk = {repelling periodic points o f f}

If f is critically finite, thenE( f ) is pluripolar. We need the theorem above to

prove our second result.

1.4.2 Our second result

Theorem 7. For each k≥ 1, the Sk+2-equivariant map g satisfies Axiom A.

Proof: We only need to consider theSk+2-equivariantmapg for a fixedk, be-

cause argument for anyk is similar as the following one. Let us show the statement

above for a fixedk by induction. A restricted map ofg to anyL1 satisfies Axiom

A by using the theorem ofcritically finite functions (see [8, Theorem 19.1]). We

only need to show that a restricted map ofg to a fixedL2 satisfies Axiom A. Then

a restricted map ofg to anyL2 satisfies Axiom A by symmetry. Argument for a

restricted map ofg to anyLm, 3 ≤ m≤ k, is similar as for a restricted map ofg to

theL2. Let us denoteg|L2, Ω(g|L2), andL2 by g, Ω, andP2 for simplicity.

We want to show thatg|L2 is hyperbolic onΩ(g|L2) by using Kobayashi met-

rics. If g is hyperbolic onΩ, thenΩ has a decomposition toSi ,

Ω = S0∪S1∪S2,

where i=0,1,2 indicate the unstable dimensions. SinceC(g) attracts all nearby

points, S0 includes all theL0’s and S1 includes all the Julia sets ofg|L1. We

denote byJ(g|L1) the Julia set ofg|L1. Theng is contracting in all directions at
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L0 and is contracting in the normal direction and expanding in anL1-direction on

J(g|L1). Let us consider a compact, completely invariant subset inP2 \C,

S = {x ∈ P2 | dist(gn(x),C)9 0 as n→ ∞}.

By definition, we haveJ2 ⊂ S2 ⊂ S. If g is expanding onS, then it follow that

S0 = ∪L0, S1 = ∪J(g|L1). MoreoverJ2 = S2 = S holds from Theorem 6 (see

Remark 4 below). Since periodic points are dense inJ(g|L1) andJ2, expansion of

g onS implies Axiom A ofg.

Let us show thatg is expanding onS. Becausef is attracting onC and pre-

servesC, there exists a neighborhoodV of C such thatV is relatively compact in

g−1(V) and the complement ofV is connected. We assume one ofL1’s to be the

line at infinity of P2. By letting B beP2 \V andU one of connected components

of g−1(P2 \V), we have the following inclusion relations,

U ⊂ g−1(B) b B ⊂ C2 = P2 \ L1.

BecauseB andU are in a local chart, there exists a constantρ < 1 such that

KB(x,v) ≤ ρKU(x,v) for all x ∈ U, v ∈ TxC2.

In addition, since the mapg from U to B is an unbranched covering,

KU(x,v) = KB(g(x), Dg(v)) for all x ∈ U, v ∈ TxC2.

From these two inequalities we have the following inequality

KB(x,v) ≤ ρKB(g(x), Dg(v)) for all x ∈ g−1(B), v ∈ TxC2.

Sinceg preservesS, which is contained ing−n(B) for everyn ≥ 1,

KB(x,v) ≤ ρnKB(gn(x), Dgn(v)) for all x ∈ S, v ∈ TxC2.

Consequently we have the following inequality forλ = ρ−1 > 1,

KB(gn(x), Dgn(v)) ≥ λnKB(x,v) for all x ∈ S, v ∈ TxC2.

SinceKB(x,v) is upper semicontinuous and|v| is continuous,KB(x,v) and|v|may

be different only by a constant factor. There existsc > 0 such that

|Dgn(x)v| ≥ cλn|v| for all x ∈ S, v ∈ TxC2.

Thusg is expanding onS and satisfies Axiom A. �
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Remark 4. Unlike the case when k= 1, it does not seem obvious that S being a

repeller implies Jk = S when k≥ 2.

Remark 5. From [1, Theorem 4.11] and [9], it follows that the Fatou set of the

Sk+2-equivariant map g has full measure inPk for each k≥ 1.

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Professor S.Ushiki and Doctor K.Maegawa

for their useful advice. Particularly in order to obtain our second result, Mae-
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Chapter 2

Symmetries of the Julia sets of
polynomial skew products on C2

A polynomial skew product onC2 is a regular polynomial map of degree at least

two such that the first component depends only on the first coordinate. The Julia

set of a polynomial skew product can have symmetries, that is, it can be invari-

ant under some linear maps onC2. We investigate the structure of the group of

symmetries and give a necessary and sufficient condition for the group of symme-

tries to be infinite. We show that, except for two types, polynomial skew products

having the same Julia set are essentially the same. As a corollary, except for two

types, the first Julia set is determined only by the second Julia set.

2.1 Introduction

The Julia sets of any kind of functions or maps can have symmetries. We say

that a Julia set has symmetries if some non-elementary transformations preserve

it. Beardon [2] investigated symmetries of the Julia sets of polynomials onC. For

a Julia set having symmetries, these symmetries are rotations about some point.

The group of symmetries is infinite if and only if the Julia set is a circle. There

was a problem: when do polynomials have the same Julia set? Beardon [2] gave

an answer to this problem in terms of a functional equation in which symmetries

of the Julia set are used. Finally, Schmidt and Steinmetz [5], and Atela and Hu [1]

solved the problem independently: polynomials having the same Julia set are es-

sentially the same.
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We want to extend these dynamical objects and results in one dimension to

those in higher dimensions. As a first step, we extend these dynamical objects

and results of polynomials onC to those of polynomial skew products onC2.

Although the dynamics of polynomial skew products is complicated in higher di-

mensions, it has many analogies to the dynamics of one-dimensional polynomials.

In section 2.2, we recall the dynamics of a polynomial skew product. In partic-

ular, its vertical B̈ottcher functions are important for the proofs. After providing

some basic definitions and a proposition, we will deal with the symmetries of

the Julia sets of polynomial skew products. In section 2.3, we show that linear

maps which preserve a Julia set are conjugate to rotation-product maps, and give

a necessary and sufficient condition for the group of symmetries to be infinite.

In section 2.4, we deal with the generalized problem: when do polynomial skew

products have the same Julia set? We show that, except for two types, polynomial

skew products having the same Julia set are essentially the same. As a corollary,

except for two types, the first Julia set is determined only by the second Julia set.

2.2 Dynamics of polynomial skew products

We recall the dynamics of polynomial skew products onC2, which was studied

by Jonsson [4]. A polynomial skew product onC2 of degreed ≥ 2 is a map of

the form f (z,w) = (p(z),q(z,w)), wherep(z) andq(z,w) are polynomials of

degreed and wherep(z) = azd + O(zd−1) andq(z,w) = bwd + Oz(wd−1). This

definition is equivalent to that in the abstract. For polynomial skew productsf and

g, we denote the composition of them byf g , that is, f g(z,w) = f (g(z,w)). We

also denote then-th iterate of f by f n. A polynomial skew productf preserves

the set of vertical lines inC2. In this sense, we often useqz(w) instead ofq(z,w).
The restriction off n to a line{z} ×C can be viewed as the composition ofn poly-

nomials onC, qzn−1 · · · qz1qz(w), wherezn = pn(z). As we will see later, many

dynamical objects and results for iterations of a polynomial onC have vertical

counterparts in{z} ×C for a polynomial skew product.

Let f (z,w) = (p(z),q(z,w)) be a polynomial skew product onC2. The first

componentp defines a dynamics on the base spaceC. A useful tool in the study
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of the dynamical ofp is the Green functionGp of p, defined by

Gp(z) = lim
n→∞

d−n log+ |pn(z)|.

Let Kp = {Gp = 0} andJp = ∂Kp. In this paper we callJp the base Julia set of

f . We also have the Green functionG f of f onC2, defined by

G f (z) = lim
n→∞

d−n log+ | f n(z,w)|,

where|(z,w)| = max{|z|, |w|} is a norm onC2. DefineGz(w) = G f (z,w)−Gp(z).
ThenGz is a nonnegative, continuous, and subharmonic function onC. Let Kz =
Kz( f ) = {Gz = 0} andJz = Jz( f ) = ∂Kz( f ). ThenKz andJz are compact. The

functionGz coincides with the Green function forKz with a pole at the infinity. For

z in Kp, w belongs toKz if and only if the orbit{qzn−1 · · · qz1qz(w)}n≥1 is bounded.

In this paper we callJz the vertical Julia set off .

We define three completely invariant sets of the polynomial skew productf :

Jf =
⋃
z∈Jp

{z} × Jz, J2( f ) =
⋃
z∈Jp

{z} × Jz,

and J1( f ) =
⋃
z∈C

{z} × Jz∪
⋃
z∈Jp

{z} × Kz,

where the closure is taken in the 2-dimensional projective spaceP2. Hence these

sets have the inclusion relationJf ⊂ Jf = J2( f ) ⊂ J1( f ). Heinemann [3] called

Jf the pre-Julia set off . In this paper we callJf the Julia set off . In general,

Jf is not compact becauseJz is not continuous inz with respect to the Hausdorff

metric. By definition, f extends to a holomorphic map onP2. It is known that

J1( f ) coincides with the support of the Green currentT of the extension off to

P2, and thatJ2( f ) coincides with the support of the Green measureT ∧ T. In the

study of the dynamics of holomorphic maps on projective spaces, these sets are

called the first and the second Julia set off .

For a polynomialP of degreed, the dynamics ofP near infinity is conjugate to

z→ zd by a Böttcher function. For a polynomial skew product, similar Böttcher

functions exist on vertical lines inC2. The following proposition is a modified

version of Jonsson’s result.
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Proposition 2 ([4]). For any polynomial skew product f onC2, where f(z,w) =
(p(z),q(z,w)) and q(z,w) = bwd + Oz(wd−1), and for a constant c= b

1
d−1 there

exists R> 0 and, for every z in Kp, a unique conformal mapϕz of {w : Gz(w) > R}

onto{W : |W| > eR} such that

(i) ϕz(w) = c(w+ cz + o(1)) as w→ ∞,

(ii) log |ϕz(w)| = Gz(w),

(iii) ϕp(z)(qz(w)) = (ϕz(w))d,

where a constant cz depends on z.

We call ϕz the vertical B̈ottcher function of f at z. Now we are ready to

investigate the structure of the groups of symmetries of the completely invariant

sets for a polynomial skew product.

2.3 Symmetries of a Julia set

First, let us recall objects and results of symmetries of the Julia sets of polynomials

on C, which was investigated by Beardon [2]. LetP(z) = adzd + ad−1zd−1 + · ·
+a1z+ a0 be a polynomial of degreed ≥ 2 andJP its Julia set. The group of

symmetries of a polynomialP is defined by

Σ = Σ(P) = { σ ∈ E : σ(Jf ) = Jf },

whereE is the set of conformal Euclidean isometries, that is,E = {σ(z) = µz+ c

: |µ| = 1 }. The centroid ofP is defined by

ζ =
−ad−1

dad
.

If the solutions ofP(z) = Z arez1,z2, ··,zd, then

P(z) = ad(z− z1)(z− z2) · ·(z− zd) + Z

and so the center of gravity of the pointszj coincides withζ. Each symmetryσ

is a rotation about the centroid ofP, that is,σ(z) = µ(z− ζ) + ζ for someµ in
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the unit circleS1. We can normalizeP by z→ z− ζ so that the centroid is at the

origin. We say that a polynomial is in normal form if its centroid is at the origin.

For a normalized polynomialP, the groupΣ(P) can be identified with a subgroup

of S1.

Let us generalize these dynamical objects and results to those of polynomial

skew products. We restrict the symmetries of the Julia sets of polynomial skew

products to affine maps whose first component depends only on the first coordi-

nate. Hence the groupΓ of symmetries of the Julia set of a polynomial skew

product f (z,w) = (p(z),q(z,w)) is defined by

Γ = Γ(Jf ) = { γ ∈ S : γ(Jf ) = Jf },

whereS =
{
γ

(
z
w

)
=

(
c1z+ c2

c3z+ c4w+ c5

)
: |c1| = |c4| = 1

}
.

Each element ofS is a linear map which preserves the set of vertical lines inC2.

In addition, it preserves the metrics on the base space and on vertical lines. In

the same manner, we can defineΓ(J2( f )) andΓ(J1( f ) ∩C2). Because the orbits

of points in J2( f ) are bounded, it follows thatγ in S preservesJf if and only

if it preservesJ2( f ). We will see later thatγ in S preservesJf if and only if it

preserves bothJ1( f ) ∩C2 andJp ×C.

Let f (z,w) = (p(z),q(z,w)) be a polynomial skew product such that(
p(z)

q(z,w)

)
=

(
adzd + ad−1zd−1 + · ·+a1z+ a0

bdwd + bd−1(z)wd−1 + · ·+b1(z)w+ b0(z)

)
.

Note thatbd−l(z) is a polynomial of degree at mostl in z. As in the one-dimensional

case, we define the centroid ofqz by

ζz =
−bd−1(z)

dbd
.

If the solutions ofqz(w) = W are w1,w2, ··,wd, then the center of gravity of

the pointsw j coincides withζz. We can normalizef by the conjugation map

(z,w) → (z− ζ,w− ζz) so that all centroidsζ andζz are at the origin. Before

normalizing the polynomial skew product, we expressΓ using the centroidsζ and

ζz.
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Proposition 3. For a polynomial skew product f(z,w) = (p(z),q(z,w)), any

linear mapγ in Γ can be written as

γ

(
z
w

)
=

(
µ(z− ζ) + ζ

ν(w− ζz) + ζσ(z)

)
,

for someµ, ν in S1, whereσ(z) = µ(z− ζ) + ζ belongs toΣ(p).

proof. Let us denoteγ(z,w) in Γ by (σ(z),γz(w)). From the one-dimensional

result, it follows thatσ(z) = µ(z− ζ) + ζ for someµ in S1. Instead of using the

one-dimensional argument in [2], one can prove the above by a similar argument

as below.

Let us show that there existν in S1 such thatγz(w) = ν(w − ζz) + ζσ(z)

holds for anyz in Jp. Note that the B̈ottcher functionϕz has a relationship with

the centroidζz of qz. By combining(i) and (iii ) in proposition 2, we have the

following equation

c(bdwd + bd−1(z)wd−1 + · · · ) = cd(wd + dczw
d−1 + · · · ).

By comparing the second terms,cz coincides with−ζz and soϕz(w) = c(w− ζz +
o(w)). Next, let us show thatγ(Jf ) = Jf induces the equationγz(w) = ν(w−
ζz) + ζσ(z) for any z in Jp. SinceJσ(z) coincides withγz(Jz), Kσ(z) coincides

with γz(Kz). ThusGz andGσ(z)γz are the Green functions forKz for any z in

Jp. From the uniqueness property of Green functions,Gz coincides withGσ(z)γz.

Thus there existsν in S1 such thatνϕz(w) = ϕσ(z)γz(w). Comparing the regular

terms on this equation, it follows thatγz(w) = ν(w− ζz) + ζσ(z) for any z in

Jp. By the uniqueness theorem of holomorphic functions on horizontal lines, the

equation above holds onC2. �

Therefore we can identifyΓ = {γµ,ν(z,w) = (µz, νw) : γµ,ν(Jf ) = Jf } with

{(µ, ν) ∈ S1 × S1 : γµ,ν ∈ Γ} for a normalized polynomial skew productf . The

following lemma helps us to investigate the structure ofΓ. The proof is similar to

the proof in the one dimensional case, see [2]. In thew-direction, we use vertical

Böttcher functions instead of a Böttcher function. Such an argument was used in

the proof of proposition 3.

Lemma 2. Let f(z,w) = (p(z),q(z,w)) be a polynomial skew product of degree

d. Then, forγ in S ,γ belongs toΓ if and only if fγ = γd f holds onC2.
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Corollary 1. Let f(z,w) = (p(z),q(z,w)) be a polynomial skew product of

degree d. Then,Γ(Jf ) = Γ(J2( f )) = Γ(J1( f ) ∩C2) ∩ Γ(Jp ×C).

proof. We have already shown thatΓ(Jf ) = Γ(J2( f )). We only have to show

thatΓ(Jf ) ⊂ Γ(J1( f )∩C2)∩ Γ(Jp×C). Letγ be an element ofS that preserves

Jf . Then fγ = γd f holds onC2. For z in Kp, Jz coincides with the boundary

of the set of points whose second coordinates are bounded under the iterations.

For z in C \ Kp, Jz coincides with the boundary of the set of points whose ratio

of the second coordinates to the first are bounded under the iterations. Hence the

equationfγ = γd f implies thatγ preservesJ1( f ) ∩C2. �

Let us give three examples of symmetries of the Julia sets of polynomial skew

products. All of these are in normal form.

Example 1 ( polynomial product ). Let f(z,w) = (p(z),q(w)) = (z3 + c,w3 +
dw) be a polynomial product with c,d , 0. Then it follows thatΓ = Σ(p) ×
Σ(q) = {(µ, ν) : µ3 = ν2 = 1}.

Example 2 ( polynomial skew product with finite group of symmetries ).Let

f (z,w) = (z3,w3 + czw+ dz3), c, d , 0. Then lemma 2 implies thatΓ =
{(µ, ν) : µ3 = µν = 1} = {(1, 1), (ρ,ρ2), (ρ2,ρ) for ρ3 = 1}.

Example 3 ( polynomial skew product with infinite group of symmetries ).

Let f(z,w) = (z2,w2 + cz), c , 0. Then lemma 2 implies thatΓ = {(µ, ν) : µ =
ν2 ∈ S1}. It will be proved that f is semi-conjugate to(z,w) → (z2,w2 + c) by

π(z,w) = (z2,zw) in proposition 4.

Now, let us consider when the group of symmetries is infinite. A polynomial

skew product is conjugate to a map that is in normal form. In addition, it is

conjugate to a map for which the leading terms ofp andqz are 1. Hence we may

assume that the polynomial skew product is in normal form and that the leading

terms ofp andqz are both 1 without loss of generality.

Theorem 8. Let f(z,w) = (p(z),q(z,w)) be a normalized polynomial skew

product of degree d with leading terms of p(z) and qz(w) being 1. ThenΓ is

infinite if and only if one of the following holds:
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(i) J f is a product of the unit circle and a Julia set J,

(ii) J f is a product of a Julia set Jp and the unit circle,

(iii) for some integers n, m, and a Julia set J onC,

Jf =
⋃
z∈S1

{z} × z
n
m J.

Moreover,Γ is infinite if and only if one of the following holds:

(i) f is a polynomial product and p(z) = zd,

(ii) f is a polynomial product and q(w) = wd,

(iii) f is semi-conjugate to a polynomial product byπ(z,w) = (zn,zmw) for

some integers n and m, and p(z) = zd.

proof. Each condition implies thatΓ is infinite. We prove the converse. LetΓ be

infinite. We identifyΓ = {γµ,ν(z,w) = (µz, νw) : γµ,ν(Jf ) = Jf } with {(µ, ν) ∈
S1 ×S1 : γµ,ν ∈ Γ}.

If Γ has only finitely many indifferentµ’s, then it must have infinitely many

indifferentν’s. SinceΓ is compact, each vertical Julia setJz is a circle. By using

vertical Böttcher functions, it follows thatqz(w) = czwd for somecz , 0. By

assumption,cz is equal to 1. Hencef is a product,q(w) = wd, andJq is the unit

circle.

Assume thatΓ has infinitely many indifferentµ. SinceΓ is compact,Jp is

a circle, which is equivalent top being conjugate toz → zd. By assumption,

p(z) = zd andJp is the unit circle. Finally, proposition 4 completes the proof.�

Proposition 4. Let f(z,w) = (zd,q(z,w)) be a polynomial skew product of

degree d. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) there exist integers n and m such that

q(zn,zmw) = zmdq(1,w),

(ii) f is semi-conjugate to a polynomial product given byπ(z,w) = (zn,zmw)
for some integers n and m,
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(iii) Γ is infinite,

(iv) f τ = τd f holds for someτ(z,w) = (εz,δw) with |ε| , 1,

(v) there exists integers n, m and a Julia set J onC such that

Jf =
⋃
z∈S1

{z} × z
m
n J.

proof. Polynomial products satisfy all of these conditions. So we assume thatf

is not a polynomial product.

(i)⇒ (ii ), (iv). The condition(i) implies the following commutative diagram

for π(z,w) = (zn,zmw):

C2 (zd,q(1,w))
−−−−−−−−−→ C2

π

y yπ
C2 (zd,q(z,w))
−−−−−−−−−→ C2.

(ii ) ⇒ (iii ), (iv). Let f0(z,w) = (p0(z),q0(w)) be a polynomial product

such thatπ f0 = fπ. Since f0 is product andJp0 is the unit circle,γ0(z,w) =
(µz,w) belongs toΓ( f0) for any µ in S1. A rotation-product mapγ0 projects

to γ(z,w) = (µnz,µmw) by the semi-conjugacyπ. The equationf0γ0 = γ0
d f0

implies fγ = γd f . By lemma 2,γ belongs toΓ( f0). Similarly (iii ) implies (iv)
becauseτ(z,w) = (µz,w) satisfiesf0τ0 = τ0

d f0 for anyµ in C.

(iii ) ⇒ (i). We identifyΓ with {(µ, ν) ∈ S1 × S1 : γµ,ν(Jf ) = (Jf )}. Note

that Γ has infinitely many indifferentµ’s. OtherwiseΓ has infinitely many in-

differentν’s. Thus f is a product from the argument above, which contradicts

the assumption. SinceΓ is compact, it has allµ’s in S1. Fix µ in S1 such that

µn , 1 for any integern , 0. Lemma 2 implies thatq(µz, νw) = νlq(z,w).
Therefore, ifq contains the termzmi wl i with a non-zero coefficient, thenµ andν

are related byνl = µmiνl i . The relationsµmiνd−l i = 1 andµmjνd−l j = 1 imply

µmi(d−l j)−mj(d−l i) = 1. By the property ofµ, mi(d − l j) −mj(d − l i) must be 0.

Hence the ratios ofmi andd− l i are independent ofi, and so

mi

d− l i
=

mj

d− l j
=:

m
d− l

.
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The integersn = d− l andmsatisfy(i). Similarly (ii ) implies(iv) becauseεn , 1

for any integern , 0.

(i) ⇒ (v) ⇒ (iii ). Let J be the Julia set of a polynomialq(1,w) on C. Then

(i) implies thatJz = z
m
n J for z in S1. On the other hand, (v) implies that the linear

maps(z,w)→ (µnz,µmw) preserveJf for anyµ in S1. ThusΓ is infinite. �

2.4 Polynomial skew products with same Julia set

In this section we consider when polynomial skew products have the same Julia

set. We give partial answers to this question, which come from one-dimensional

arguments.

Remark 6. Polynomial skew products have the same Julia set if and only if they

have the same second Julia set, because the Julia set or the second Julia set is

determined by each other respectively.

Let us recall Beardon’s answer to the problem: when polynomials have the

same Julia set? We assume that the degrees of the polynomials are at least two.

Theorem 9 ([2]). Let P and Q be polynomials. Then JP = JQ if and only if

PQ = σQP holds for someσ in Σ.

We can generalize the theorem above to polynomial skew products. The proof

is similar to that of the one-dimensional case. In thew-direction, we use vertical

Böttcher functions instead of a Böttcher function. Such an argument will appear

in the proof of theorem 12 below.

Theorem 10. Let f and g be polynomial skew products. Then Jf = Jg if and

only if f g = γg f holds for someγ in Γ.

Let us recall the answer of Schmidt and Steinmetz [5], and Atela and Hu [1]

to the problem above, which will be used to prove our theorem below.

Theorem 11 ([1] , [5]). For any Julia set J of a polynomial which is not a circle

or a straight line segment, there exists a polynomial R such that any polynomial

with the Julia set J can be written in the formσRk for some integer k andσ in Σ.
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A polynomialP is conjugate toz→ zd if and only if JP is a circle. A polyno-

mial P is conjugate to a Chebyshev polynomial if and only ifJP is a straight line

segment. By combining these results, it follows that polynomials having the same

Julia set are essentially the same.

We generalize the theorem above to that of polynomial skew products. The

proof is similar to the proof in the one-dimensional case.

Theorem 12. Let f and g be polynomial skew products. If Jf coincides with Jg
and if its base Julia set is not a circle or a straight line segment, then fn = γgm

holds for some integers n,m andγ in Γ

proof. We may assume thatf (z,w) = (p(z),q(z,w)) andg(z,w) = (r(z), s(z,w))
are in normal form. First, we show that if degf = degg, then f = γg holds for

someγ in Γ. From theorem 11, it follows thatp = σr holds for someσ(z) = µz

in Σ. Let us denote the vertical B̈ottcher function off at z by ϕ f
z . SinceKz( f )

coincides withKz(g), the Green function off for Kz( f ) coincides with that ofg.

Thusϕ f
z = sϕg

z holds for somes in S1. Proposition 2 implies that

ϕ
f
p(z)(qz(w)) = (ϕ f

z(w))d and ϕg
r(z)(sz(w)) = (ϕg

z(w))d.

Thus it follows thatϕp(z)qz = sdϕr(z)sz, that is,

c(qz(w) + o(1)) = sde(sz(w) + o(1)),

where the constantsc andeare determined by the leading terms ofqz andsz. Since

s = c
e, it follows that e

csd = sd−1. Henceqz = νsz holds for anyz in Jp, where

ν = sd−1 belongs toS1. By the uniqueness theorem of holomorphic functions

on horizontal lines,q(z,w) = νs(z,w) holds onC2. Henceg = γ f holds for

γ(z,w) = (µz,bw) in Γ.

Next, from theorem 11, there exists a polynomialR such thatp = σ1Rm and

r = σ2Rn holds for some integersm, n andσ1,σ2 in Σ. Hence degf n = degpn =
degRnm and deggm = degrm = degRnm. The argument above then completes

the proof. �

Corollary 2. For polynomial skew products whose base Julia sets are not a circle

or a straight line segment, the first Julia set J1 is uniquely determined by the

second Julia set J2.
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